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This panel started with each panelist giving an opening remark; 

Jim Moore stated that, although he does not agree with the Warren Commission 

he believes that Lee Oswald is still the lone gunman. 

6-at 
Jim Marrs stated that Oswald went to a Jesuit college on the west coast 

and gave an anti Castro speech. He believes some photographs are fakes, 

and A.J. Milligan, who was standing between the TSBD and the knoll said 

that shots came from four different locations. (Could one of these 

locations be the south knoll??) 

Larry Harris talked about Mrs. Walthers seeing two men on the sixth floor 

and all the evidence pointing towards a conspiracy. He stated,"Our nationa: 

integrity is not intact." He pointed out that Officer Roger Craig saw 

Oswald get into a Rambler, and there were phony I.D.'s on the grassy knoll. 

Robert Groden believes that the Zapruder and Nix films are the most 

important clocks of the assassination. He went on to say that Dr. Baden 

publicly agrees with the Warren Commission, but privately does not. Mr. 

Groden asks if conspiracy is evident when Dr. Wecht is shown phony photos. 

Governor Connolly's wounds are elongated, proving an angle shot, the Bronson 

film showing three people on the sixth floor six minutes before the 

assassination (the motorcade was late), the HSCSA was originally legitimate 

but when Sprague was fired, the cover up continued. He said that Oswald 

was seen before and after the assassination in the same place, and that he 

passed both a paraffin and voice stress test, and would never have been 

found guilty. Mr. Groden said that a new book in the making will show 

two men on the sixth floor; one in the "Oswald" window, and one in the 

extreme west window. He concluded his opening remarks by saying that the 

x ray photos were bad quality, the x ray photos show different things with 

then and now, and that the x rays and photos are not congruent. 

Questions were asked by the audience: "Mr. Moore, have you looked at 

the backyard photos of Oswald, and if you did, do you find it strange that 

he is tilting in a way that defies gravity?" Answer: "I think the photos 

are for real;" 



Mr. Moore added that the photos were developed in a drug stor
e, which 

proves that they are genuine. Next, a reporter from the Washi
ngton Times 

asked Jim Marrs if he thoroughly checks his sources before he
 puts them 

in a book. Mr. Marrs stated that if the media asked those sam
e questions 

back in 1963, maybe the case would've been solved. (Mr. Marrs
 got a loud 

applause from the audience.) 

Some members of the audience kept asking Mr. Groden to show t
he 

Zapruder film again. He finally promised to show it later ton
ight or 

definetely tomorrow. I decided that this part of the audience
 sounded 

alot like some of my students in my Kennedy course in high sc
hool. 


